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The invention hereinafter disclosed relates to earth 
borehole logging systems of the type wherein a signal 
comprising or representing desired information, such as 
various physical quantity measurements obtained by one 
or more devices in a well borehole, is produced within 
the borehole and transmitted to a point exteriorly of the 
borehole for recording, analysis or other purposes. 
More particularly, the invention relates to improve 

ments in the beforementioned type of borehole logging 
systems whereby the stream of drilling Huid normally 
pumped downwardly under pressure through the interior 
or bore of a hollow drill string is, in addition to being 
employed as the transmission medium serving to convey 
the signal to the top of the borehole, also employed in a 
novel manner to energize the signal-producing means with 
in the borehole. 
An example of the general type of system to which 

the invention 4thus more particularly is directed is dis 
closed in the copending application of Alder, Serial No. 
368,042, tiled July 15, 1953. 
The present invention provides an improvement upon 

a system disclosed in a copending application of Peter 
son, Serial No. 413,397 filed March l, 1954, and provides 
a system in which disadvantages attendant upon using the 
somewhat abrasive drilling fluid itself as a medium for 
actuating moving metallic parts of a signal-producing 
means are obviated. 
The present invention is a continuation of copending 

application Serial No. 413,405 to Alder, ñled March 1, 
1954, now abandoned. 
Borehole logging systems adapted for logging while 

drilling and which have utilized energy derived from the 
moving drilling fluid as a source of power at the bottom 
of the borehole have, because of the relatively large 
power requirements of the kind of apparatus heretofore 
used, required for such purpose impellers, turbines, and 
like devices, the rotors of which were situated in the 
drilling lluid stream and coupled to drive either an elec 
tric generator or a complicated arrangement of mechani 
cal parts which were in turn utilized to furnish power to 
the measurement and signal-producing devices. These 
systems suffered the obvious disadvantages of requiring 
at least one rotating shaft or member extending from 
within a relatively protected enclosure through a seal and 
into the stream of abrasive drilling fluid, and from hav 
ing a relatively large number of somewhat complicated 
moving parts located in an environment of severe me 
chanical vibration and shock. Also, large drilling cuttings 
or chips or other solid material carried by the drilling 
fluid stream were apt to clog or damage such turbine and 
impeller devices and thereby interrupt the proper opera 
tion of the apparatus. 

With the previously mentioned and other disadvantages 
of prior art earth borehole logging systems in view, it is 
an important object of the present invention to provide a 
borehole logging system comprising a simple means utiliz 
ing the drilling ñuid stream to provide directly both the 
energy for producing signals within the borehole for 
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2 
transmission to the earth’s> surface, and the transmission 
channel or means for conveying the signals to the earth’s 
surface. 
Another object of the invention is to provide in a 

borehole logging system a simple means for utilizing the 
natural pressure gradient in the drilling fluid stream 
ñowing in the drill string to move a drilling iluid stream 
flow-changing means into flow-changing relationship with 
the drilling fluid stream, whereby to produce a signaling 
pressure change in the drilling lluid stream. 

Another object of the invention is to provide an earth 
borehole logging system free of the aforementioned dis 
advantages and defects of prior art earth borehole logging 
systems. 
Another object of the invention is to provide an earth 

borehole logging system capable of operating during 
drilling operations as well as during periods of suspen 
sion of drilling. 
Another object of the invention is to provide in a bore 

hole logging system a simple drilling iluid stream pres 
sure-change signal-producing apparatus in which drilling 
fluid pressures at iirst and second separated points in the 
drilling fluid stream, between which exists a pressure 
differential, are alternately translated through a captive or 
confined body of control fluid to a resilient member form 
ing a portion of the boundary of the drilling lìuid stream 
at a point between the ûrst and second points to cause the 
resilient member to alternately move to and from a. 
drilling fluid stream ilow-changing attitude to cause propa 
gation of one or more pressure-change signals in the 
drilling iluid stream. 

Broadly, the present invention resides in a novel ap 
paratus by which useful information obtained by suitable 
instrumentalities within a borehole may be transmitted 
or translated to the surface of the earth by one or more 
signals in the form of changes in character of flow of 
the drilling iluid, such changes preferably being in the 
form of a plurality of repetitive pressure changes in the 
drilling iluid stream in the drill string, either during drilling 
or between drilling periods, or both, utilizing the normal 
pressure gradient in a portion of the drilling iluid stream 

' to supply substantially al1 of the energy required for 
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initiating and producing such pressure changes. As in the 
aforementioned application of Peterson, the pressure in 
the drilling ñuid stream is, by suitable means, picked up 
or sensed at a lirst point and transmitted or translated 
to a ñexible member positioned to vary the resistance to 
iiow of the drilling ñuid stream at another point to 
cause the flexible member to be flexed into the stream to 
increase the resistance to flow thereof, or ilexed out of 
the stream to decrease the resistance to flow thereof, 
thereby producing ñow or pressure-change signals in the 
stream. Since substantially all of the energy required to 
produce the drilling iluid pressure change signals may thus 
be derived directly from the drilling iluid stream, and 
may be utilized without conversion to another form of 
energy, the turbogenerator or rotary means heretofore 
employed may be dispensed with; with the remaining 
requirement only that an actuating or triggering means of 
small size and requiring only an extremely small amount 
of energy for its operation be employed for initiating and 
controlling the action of the signaling apparatus. 
The hereinbefore mentioned and other objects, advan 

tages and features of novelty will become evident herein 
after wherein a preferred embodiment of apparatus and 
best mode contemplated for carrying out the invention are 
described in conjunction with the drawings, in which like 
reference characters designate the same or similar parts 
throughout several views, and in which: 
’ Figure l is a view, partly in elevation and partly in 
vertical section, illustrating a typical earth borehole drilling 
rig and borehole produced thereby, and illustrating a 
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typical general arrangement and location of the apparatus 
of the invention; 

Figure 2a is an enlarged vertical sectional view, partly 
diagrammatic, of a part of the apparatus shown at the 
lower portion of Figure 1; 

Figure 2b is an enlarged vertical sectional view, partly 
diagrammatic, of a part of the apparatus shown at the 
lower part of Figure 1 and forming an extension of the 
structure depicted in Figure 2a; 

Figure 3 is a hydraulic circuit diagram, greatly ex 
aggerated in scale in parts, partly in longitudinal section 
and partly in plan, illustrating the functional relation 
ships of apparatus elements and hydraulic connections 
depicted in Figures 2a and 2b, the several portions of 
the apparatus being diagrammatically drawn to different 
and exaggerated scales for purposes of clarity of illus 
tration; and 

Figure 4 is a fragmentary sectional view similar to a 
portion of Figure 2a, but depicting certain parts in an 
operating position or attitude. 

Referring now to the drawings, and more specifically 
to Figure l, there is shown a typical earth borehole 2 
formed by a conventional rotary drilling method through 
successive strata 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 of the earth, the 
upper portion of the borehole being lined with a con 
ventional surface casing 14 cemented in as shown at 
16 to form a well head. Suspended in the borehole is a 
generally tubular drill string including a bit 18, a drill 
collar 20 connecting the bit to one or more sections of 
drill pipe 22, and a kelly bar 24 arranged to rotate 
the pipe. The drill string is supported for rotation by 
a rotary swivel 26 carried by a traveling block 28 of 
a conventional drilling rig. The rig comprises a der 
rick 30, a power unit or draw works 32 arranged to 
rotate the kelly bar by means of Abevel gearing 33, a 
drilling fluil circulating pump 34 having an intake 35 
extending into and receiving drilling fluid from a sump 
36, the pump having an air chamber or surge tank 37 
and discharging to a pipe 38 through which the drilling 
fluid is delivered under pressure to the interior of the 
drill string by way of a flexible hose 39 and the rotary 
swivel 26. The apparatus thus far enumerated, with 
the exception of drill collar 20, may be of conventional 
design, and is shown to illustrate the environment of the 
instant invention and to aid in a clear explanation of 
the operation of the system of the invention. The drill 
ing fluid received by pump 34 from sump 36 through 
intake 35 is forced into pipe 38 past or through a 
surge tank 37 which acts to greatly decrease fluctua 
tions in pressure in pipe 38, resulting from the inherent 
delivery characteristics of the pump which customarily 
is of the positive displacement, constant speed type. The 
drilling fluid flows under pressure in a stream down 
wardly Within the drill string and is discharged there 
from through suitable orifices or jets in the drill bit into 
the borehole, and returns to the top of the borehole 
through the annular space surrounding the drill string. 
At the top of the borehole, casing 14 is provided with 
a side discharge pipe 40 for discharge of the drilling 
fluid into sump 36, from which the drilling fluid may 
be withdrawn for re-circulation after screening or set 
tling. 

Referring now to Figures 2a and 2b, drill collar 20 
extends downwardly from drill pipe 22 to drill bit 18, 
is attached to those elements by conventional joints 21 
and 23, respectively, and is provided with an interior 
passage through which the drilling fluid stream flows as 
indicated by the arrows. Snugly fitted within the lower 
end of the smooth bore 42 of drill collar 20 is an instru 
ment spool 43 (Figure 2b) arranged to support a sealed 
instrument case in a manner hereinafter more fully de 
scribed. The spool is preferably held in fixed position 
in bore 42 by suitable means, such as internal lock rings, 
or as shown, by set screws 44 threaded through the 
drill collar and engaging in a suitable annular groove 
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45 in the exterior face of the instrument spool. Seal 
ing means, such as an elastic ring 46 mounted in a suit 
able annular recess in the periphery of the lower flange 
like end of the instrument spool 43 may be employed 
to seal off an annular space 47 between the drill collar 
wall and the instrument spool from entry of drilling 
fluid in an evident manner. At its upper end spool 43 
is provided with a plurality of radially extending, circum 
ferentially spaced apart legs 48 snugly fitting bore 42, 
and a smooth radial and face provided with an annular 
groove 49. 

Situated immediately above spool 43 in bore 42 of 
the drill collar is a lower drilling fluid pressure-sensing 
and translating device comprising an internally recessed 
barrel-like body member 50 to the inside of which is 
suitably secured at opposite ends thereof a flexible and 
preferably resilient sleeve or tube 51. In the embodi 
ment illustrated the sleeve or tube is secured to the 
body member by means of pinch rings 52 and 53 form 
ing parts of a barrel and secured in turn within respec 
tive ends of member 50 by circumferentially disposed 
series of screws 54 and 55, respectively. The internal 
configuration of barrel member 50 is such as to provide 
an annular clearance space or cavity 56 between the 
internal face of member 50 and the outer face of the 
intermediate portion of flexible sleeve 51. Space 56 thus 
forms a fluid-tight cavity. The exposed internal face of 
sleeve 51 is arranged to form a portion of the boundary 
of the drilling fluid stream flowing through the drill 
collar, and accordingly may act to sense the pressure 
in the drilling fluid stream at that location within the 
drill collar, and by reason of its flexible nature may 
translate the sensed pressure to a medium such as a hy 
draulic liquid contained in space 56. Space 56 is effec 
tively sealed from the drilling fluid stream by the pinch 
ing action of rings 52 and 53 on the end portions of 
sleeve 51. The lower pinch ring 52 of the barrel is 
provided with a smooth lower end face adapted to coact 
with a sealing ring 49a situated in the aforementioned 
annular groove 49. Upper pinch ring 53 of the barrel 
is likewise provided with an upper smooth radial end face 
adapted to coact with a sealing ring 57a contained within 
a circular groove 57 formed in the lower end of an 
apparatus supporting spool 60 hereinafter described. 
Barrel body member 50 is preferably concentrically posi 
tioned within the bore 42 of the drill collar by means 
of a series of integral radially extending legs 58 and 
59 arranged in circumferentially spaced apart positions 
around the lower and upper ends, respectively, of the 
meînber, and snugly fitting the interior wall of the drill 
col ar. 

Situated in the drill collar immediately above the 
lower pressure-sensing device is an apparatus support 
ing spool 60 having flanged ends carrying radially extend 
ing circumferentially spaced-apart legs 61, 62, by means 
of which the spool is concentrically and firmly posi 
tioned within the bore 42 of the drill collar. The lower 
flange of spool 60 is provided with a smooth radial end 
face coacting with the sealing ring 57a contained in the 
aforementioned circular groove 57 and the upper end 
of spool 60 is likewise provided with an annular groove 
63 in which is seated a sealing ring 63a as indicated. 

Positioned immediately above spool 60 in bore 42 of 
the drill collar is a drilling fluid flow-changing device 
comprising an internally recessed barrel member 64 (Fig 
ure 2a) having secured therein a flexible and preferably 
resilient tubular sleeve 65. The sleeve may be secured in 
the barrel member by means of pinch rings 66 and 67 
forming end pieces of a barrel and in turn secured to the 
inside of respective ends of the barrel member 64 by 
means of suitable screws as indicated at 67a. Barrel 
member 64 is provided with an internal depression, prefer 
ably in the form of an annular groove, providing an an 
nular cavity 68 encircled and normally covered by an 
outer surface of sleeve 65. Thus cavity 68 is a confined 
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space adapted to be filled with suitable hydraulic fluid. 
The inner and opposite surface of flexible sleeve 65 en 
circles and is exposed to the stream of drilling fluid and 
thus forms a portion of the drilling fluid stream boundary 
within the drill collar. The confined space or cavity 68 
is sealed from the drilling fluid stream by the pinching 
action of pinch rings 66 and 67 on respective ends of 
sleeve 65. Suitably secured to the internal face of pinch 
ring 67, as by means of welded and circumferentially 
spaced-apart radial vanes 69, is a strong metal by-pass 
core or tube 70 preferably positioned concentrically with 
in and extending throughout the full length of the exposed 
inner portion of sleeve 65. By-pass tube 70 preferably is 
of such internal and external diameters as to provide a 
space 71 between the tube and sleeve 65 through which a 
considerable portion of the drilling fluid stream will nor 
mally flow, the remainder of the stream by-passing 
through the interior of the tube. Barrel member 64 is 
concentrically positioned in bore 42 of the drill collar 
by means of series of radially extending circumferentially 
spaced-apart legs 72,Y 73, respectively, which may be 
formed as integral parts of the barrel member and which 
snugly engage the interior of the bore 42. Upper pinch 
ring 67 is provided with a smooth radial end face having 
therein an annular groove 74. 

Secured in bore 42 immediately above the drilling fluid 
flow-changing device is an upper pressure-sensing or _trans 
lating device comprising an internally recessed barrel 
body 75 having secured to its inner face a flexible and 
preferably resilient sleeve 76, the sleeve being secured in 
the barrel body by means of suitable pinch rings 77 and 
78 as indicated. Barrel body '75 is preferably concen 
trically positioned in bore 42 of the drill collar at its lower 
end by a series of radially extending circumferentially 
spaced-apart legs 79 snugly fitting the wall of bore 24 
and at its upper end by a suitably shaped flange 80 con 
structed and arranged to snugly fit within the bore Lower 
pinch ring 77 is provided with a smooth radial end face 
adapted to coact in sealing relation with a flexible sealing 
ring 74a situated in the aforementioned annular groo-ve 
74. Flange 80 of barrel body 75 is equipped with a 
peripheral lgroove in which is mounted an elastic sealing' 
ring 81 adapted to coact `with the smooth inner wall of 
bore 42. The upper radial end faces of flange 80 and 
pinch ring 78 are provided with complementary beveled 
edges providing a recess or groove in which is seated an 
elastic sealing ring 82. Sealing ring 82 is adapted to be 
`compressed as indicated when drill collar 20 is screwed 
onto drill pipe 22 and together with the previously men 
tioned sealing rings is adapted to effectively seal the space 
lying between the several barrels and spool and the in 
terior wall of the drill collar from entry of drilling fluid. 
Barrel body 75 is provided with a broad, shallow inden 
tation or groove in its inner face forming, with the coop 
eration of a portion of the exterior surface of flexible 
sleeve 76, a confined space or cavity 76a which is adapted 
to be filled with hydraulic fluid. Sleeve 76 has its interior 
face or surface arranged to form a portion of the bound 
ary of the drilling fluid stream flowing through the drill 
collar, and accordingly is, by reason of its flexibility, 
adapted to sense the pressure of the drilling stream at a 
point therewithin, and to transfer or translate that sensed 
pressure to a fluid contained in cavity 76a. 
The sealed space lying outside the several described 

spools and barrels but within bore 42 of the drill collar, 
is utilized to house hydraulic tubing and apparatus includ 
ing other portions of the flow-change signal producing 
apparatus as will hereinafter be more fully described, and 
is preferably filled with a suitable pressure-compensating 
oil or other fluid or medium, whereby the relatively high 
pressure of the drilling fluid may be approximately equal 
ized or neutralized regardless of the depth of the borehole. 
In order that the pressure of the pressure-compensating 
fluid around the several barrels and spools and apparatus 
therein may be roughly or approximately equal at all 
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6 
times to that of the drilling fluid within the spool bore, 
regardless of pressure variations in the drilling fluid 
stream inthe drill collar, there is provided a sealed, flexible 
bellows 84 suitably mounted on spool 60 as indicated and 
having its inside communicating with the drilling fluid 
stream by means of a tube 85. 

In the apparatus illustrated in Figures 2a and 2b drilling 
fluid pressure sensed at sleeve 76 may be translated or 
transmitted to the exterior surface of sleeve 65 by a 
confined body of oil or hydraulic fluid via a hydraulic 
tubing 90, a preferably electromagnetically operated two 
position, three port valve 91, hydraulic tubing 92, a 
normally open pressure control valve 93, and hydraulic 
tubing 94 communicating with space 68 around sleeve 65. 
This hydraulic connection and its operation may bemore 
easily traced by reference to the hydraulic circuit dia 
gram of Figure 3 which represents schematically the hy 
draulic connections and other apparatus depicted in Fig 
ures 2a and 2b and from which it will be evident that 
the noted pressure translation or transmission can occur 
only when valve 91 is actuated by energization of its mag 
net or solenoid. When magnet 91m of valve 91 is ener 
gized, valve stem 91s is moved to compress valve spring 
91r and open a passage between valve chamber 91c and 
tubing 96, while simultaneously closing a passage between 
chamber 91e and tubing 95. It will be assumed that the 
hydraulic system including the valve and tubing, is filled 
with hydraulic fluid. Application of the pressure thus 
sensed at sleeve 76 to the fluid-filled cavity 68 encircling 
sleeve 65 results in inward flexure of the latter sleeve, 
since the normal pressure in the drilling fluid stream 
within sleeve 65 is lower than that sensed at sleeve 76 due 
to the normal friction loss in the drilling fluid stream 
between the respective sleeves. This inward flexure of 
sleeve 65 is caused by a migration of hydraulic fluid from 
cavity 76a through tubing 90, valve 91, tubing 92, valve 
93 and tubing 94 into cavity 68, and is accompanied by 
a corresponding outward flexure of sleeve 76. Inward 
flexure of sleeve 65, as more fully explained in the afore 
mentioned copending application of Peterson, reduces the 
cross-sectional area of the flow space 71 within sleeve 65, 
and causes a flow change in the form of an increase in 
pressure in the drilling fluid stream above that sleeve. 
This constriction of the flow passage is depicted in Figure 
4. The increase in pressure in the drilling fluid stream is 
used as a signal for conveying information to the top of 
the borehole in a manner hereinafter more fully described. 
Since production of the pressure-rise signal in the drilling 
fluid stream has been effected only at the expense of mi 
gration of hydraulic fluid 'from the cavity 76a to cavity 
68, it is evident that in order to repeat or cause propa 
gation of another signal, a return of hydraulic fluid from 
cavity 68 to cavity 76a and return of sleeves 76 and 65 
to normal attitudes, is necessary. Such return of hydrau 
lic fluid and of sleeves 65 and 76 to normal positions is 
accomplished by apparatus now to be described. 

Referring to Figure 3, as soon as the electromagnet of 
valve 91 becomes de-energized the valve stem 911s- is re 
turned by its spring 91r to a normal position, closing the 
passage between hydraulic tubing 90 and chamber 91e 
and simultaneously opening a passage between chamber 
91e and an exhaust hydraulic tubing 95 connected to the 
aforementioned cavity 56 encircling lower pressure-sens 
ing sleeve 51. The pressure sensed by sleeve 51 and trans 
ferred to the hydraulic fluid in cavity 56 being lower than 
the pressure in the drilling fluid stream within sleeve 65, 
there results a migration of hydraulic fluid from cavity 
68 through tubing 94, through the normally open upper 
passages of valve 93, tubing 92, chamber 91C of valve 91, 
and tubing 95 to cavity 56 encircling sleeve 51. This mi 
gration or movement of fluid from cavity 68 permits the 
return to normal attitude of sleeve 65, and causes some 
inward flexure of sleeve 51. It is evident from a consid 
eration of the above description in connection with Figure 
3 that, While the system thus far described is capable of 
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propagating at least one complete flow-change or pressure- l 
rise signal, a gradual draining away of hydraulic fluid 
from spaces 76a and 68 into cavity 56 encircling sleeve 51 
would eventually preclude further proper functioning of 
the apparatus thus far described. Hence, a means is 
provided for causing return flow of the hydraulic ñuid, 
that is, from the space surrounding sleeve 51 to the space 
surrounding sleeve 76, during normal operation of the 
apparatus of the system. This means in its preferred 
form comprises a check valve 102 and a pump 104 (Fig 
ure 3) arranged as indicated, the pump having an actuat 
ing piston 105 and a one-way delivery piston 106 inter 
connected by a piston rod 107 slideable through a sealed 
barrier or partition 108 mounted in the bore of the pump 
cylinder and held in fixed position therein by suitable 
means such as a screw 109 as indicated. Pistons 105 and 
106 are normally urged upwardly, as viewed in Figure 3, 
by a compression spring 110, but are arranged to move 
downwardly and compress or energize the spring upon 
application of an increase in hydraulic pressure to the 
upper face of piston 105 through tubing 111 and 114 
communicating with the outside of sleeve 76, during which 
downward movement hydraulic iluid may move past the 
flexible rim part of piston 106 and into a space 112 pro 
vided between piston 106 and partition 108. Fluid may 
also ñow from below piston 105 through a bleed port and 
tubing 113 to cavity 56 encircling sleeve 51, causing in 
ward ilexure of that sleeve. Check valve 102 inserted in 
tubing 115 prevents direct passage of hydraulic fluid from 
tubing 114 through tubing 115 into space 112 between 
piston 106 and partition 108, but permits flo-w in the op 
posite direction, as indicated by the arrow adjacent the 
check valve 102. 

Referring again to Figure 3, operation of the pressure 
change signal producing apparatus through successive 
pressure-change signaling cycles will be explained, it being 
noted that ñow of drilling fluid through collar 20 is from 
top to bottom in that ñgure, as indicated by the arrow 
adjacent sleeve 76, and that this flow results in a pressure 
gradient between any pair of sleeves 76, 65 and 51. The 
indicated hydraulic tubing and the spaces communicating 
therewith are filled with a confined body of hydraulic ñuid. 
Upon receipt of a pulse of electric current by the magnet 
of control valve 91 the valve is actuated or opened to 
permit flow of hydraulic iluid away from sleeve 76 through 
tubing 90 and valve 91 to sleeve 65 via tubing 92, Valve 
93 and tubing 94 under the influence of the pressure dif 
ferential existing between sleeves 76 and 65. This pres 
sure differential may be caused by natural friction losses, 
and may be accentuated, if desired, by flow-restrictors such 
as are diagrammatically illustrated at R and R' in Figure 
3. Flow of hydraulic fluid then ensues in the manner in 
dicated, sleeve 76 flexing outwardly and sleeve 65 cor 
respondingly being ñexed inwardly into the drilling fluid 
stream. Inward ilexure of sleeve 65 may continue until 
that sleeve is prevented from further inward movement by 
tube 70, and causes, due to the resultant increase in re 
sistance to flow of drilling fluid through sleeve 65, the 
propagation of a ñow or pressure-change signal in the 
form of a pressure rise in the ñuid stream above sleeve 65. 
This increase in drilling ñuid stream pressure is sensed at 
upstream sleeve 76 and translated to the upper face of pis 
ton 105 of pump 104, causing downward movement of 
the piston and compression of spring 110 and movement 
of hydraulic fluid from below piston 106 past the periphery 
of that piston into space 112. Also, hydraulic ñuid flows 
from Vbelow piston 105 through the bleed port and tubing 
113 to cavity 56 encircling sleeve 51, flexing the latter 
inwardly to some extent. Upon cessation of the pulse of 
electric current through the magnet 91m, valve stem 91s 
returns to normal position, as aforementioned, cutting off 
translation of pressure from sleeve 76 to sleeve 65 and 
hydraulically connecting sleeve 65 to sleeve 51, at which 
latter sleeve the pressure, already below that at sleeve 76 
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or sleeve 65, may have been further lowered to some ex 
tent by the increased resistance to ñow of the drilling 
lluid through the drill collar and past sleeve 65. Flow of 
hydraulic fluid then ensues from sleeve 65 via tubing 94, 
valve 93, tubing 92, chamber 91C and tubing 95 to sleeve 
51 as aforedescribed, followed by return or outward flex 
ure of sleeve 65 to normal position. Return of sleeve 65 
to normal position again allows free flow of drilling fluid 
therethrough, whereupon the pressure rise above sleeve 
65 disappears and the pressure at sleeve 76 drops to nor 
mal. Concurrently, the pressure sensed at sleeve 51 re 
mains at, or rises to, normal. This drop in pressure at 
upper sleeve 76, alone or aided as it may be by the pres 
sure rise at sleeve 51, permits compressed spring 110 to 
move pistons 105 and 106 upwardly, forcing hydraulic 
lluid from space 112 through tubing 115 and check valve 
102 into the space surrounding the sleeve 76; and sim 
larly, forcing hydraulic tluid into the space above piston 
105 through tubing 111 into the space surrounding sleeve 
76. As the pistons move upwardly they draw excess fluid 
through tubing 113 from around sleeve 51 permitting or 
causing ñexure of that sleeve outwardly to normal posi 
tion at the same time sleeve ‘76 is flexed inwardly to nor 
mal position. Thus, a complete, repeatable signaling 
cycle is performed. Once the apparatus is placed in op 
eration, pistons 105 and 106 do not reach extremes of 
their possible stroke, but only make moderate excursions 
to and fro from a somewhat variable intermediate position 
at which the force of the partly compressed spring 110 
balances the algebraic sum of the forces exerted by the 
hydraulic fluid on the pistons. Thus, the normal move 
ment of hydraulic iluid from sleeve 76 through valve 91 
to and from sleeve 65 and on to sleeve 51 by way of tub 
ing 95 during propagation of a pressure-rise signal, is 
thereafter compensated by an equal volumetric move 
ment of hydraulic fluid from sleeve 51 to sleeve 76 by way 
of and by action of pump 104 following completion of 
the signal propagation. Lengthy and continuous opera 
tion of the pressure rise producing apparatus is thus made 
possible. 

If it is desired to limit the magnitude of the pressure 
rise signal to a value less than that which would otherwise 
be produced by the apparatus, this may be accomplished 
by inclusion of a pressure control valve 93 and a pressure 
relief valve 116 in the hydraulic ñuid circuit, as indicated 
in Figure 3. The presence of these valves is not necessary 
to satisfactory basic operation of the system, as is obvious 
from the before-described operation of the hydraulic cir 
cuit. Inclusion of valves 93 and 116 permits, however, 
the amplitude of the pressure rise signals to be limited to 
a predetermined value. As hydraulic fluid passes from 
sleeve ‘76 to sleeve 65 via valve 91, the pressure in tubings 
90, 92 and 94 increases. The spring of valve 93, which 
is a conventional pressure control valve, may be adjusted 
so that its piston will close the valve at any desired pres 
sure in its operating range, thus stopping flow of hy 
draulic fluid to sleeve 65 and limiting drilling fluid ilow 
restricting inward ilexure of the latter. As soon thereafter 
as valve 91 operates to connect tubing 92 with cavity 56, 
valve 93 automatically reopens so hydraulic Huid may 
pass from cavity 68 to cavity 56. During the period of 
closure of valve 93, any excessive pressure that may be 
produced in the hydraulic fluid around sleeve 65 may be 
relieved by automatic operation of pressure relief valve 
116 which is arranged to pass lluid in the direction of its 
adjacent arrow whenever any such excessive pressure is 
produced. As is thus made evident, the extent of restric 
tion of drilling fluid ñow may be regulated to allow the 
apparatus to propagate a pressure-rise signal therein of 
a predetermined amplitude. Also evident is the fact that 
the duration of a pressure-rise signal may be regulated 
by corresponding regulation of the lengths or durations of 
the electric current pulses passed through the magnet por 
tion of valve 91. Accordingly, the apparatus may be em 
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ployed to transmit information via pressure-rise signals to 
the earth’s surface from within the borehole, using any 
suitable code employing amplitude and/ or pulse-duration 
variations as well as pulse-time modulation. 
From the above it is clear that a ñow or pressure-change 

signal in the form of a pressure~rise may be initiated 
and propagated in the drilling iluid stream in the drill 
collar by supplying a pulse of electric current to the 
solenoid operated valve 91, the result being the tem 
porary hydraulic connection of cavity 76a to space 68 
and in migration of lluid from space 76a to space 68, 
resulting in inward ñexure of sleeve 65; followed by de 
enengization of the solenoid and return of 'valve 91 to 
the normal position illustrated to connect space or cavity 
`68 to lower space 56 and the return of sleeve 65 to 
normal condition or attitude. While there may thus 
be propagated a pressure-change signal comprising a com 
plete pressure-change signal comprising la complete pres 
sure rise and fall to normal, it is sufficient for signaling 
purposes for only one or the other of the pressure changes 
to be propagated, and hence in this specification and 
the claims to follow the terms “pressure-rise” and “pres 
sure-change” and “ñow»change” are intended to relate 
to Áand comprehend either type of pressure-change sig 
nal propagation. That is, either a pressure rise, a pres 
sure drop or a pressure rise followed by a pressure drop, 
or vice versa. As indicated in Figures 2a, 2b and 3, elec 
tric current pulses may be supplied to the solenoid of 
valve 91 by 'way of insulated conductors 98 and 99 
which extend through sealing grommets in the case of 
the magnet portion of valve 91 and extend on to informa 
tion-obtaining apparatus contained on spool 43 and indi 
cated generally by ordinal 100 in Figure 2b. 

Referring to Figures 2a and 2b, it will be noted that 
the hydraulic auxiliaries such as the valve 91 and pump 
104 depicted in Figure 3 are mounted on and around 
the exterior surface of spool 60 in suitable fashion. For 
example, binding bands 120 and 121 may pass about 
the several parts of the apparatus and hold it securely to 
the spool. The hydraulic tubing or conduits 90, 94,'95, 
113 and 114 serving to connect the ñexible pressure-V 
sensing devices with the ñuid flow restricting device and 
other hydraulic units, may readily extend between those 
several units between the radially extending legs on the 
various spools and barrels, as indicated in the mentioned 
figures. 

Referring again to Figures l, 2a and 2b, the exterior 
of drill collar 20 has applied thereto, as by cementing 
or vulcanization, a jacket 122 of rubber or other suitable 
material arranged to insulate electrically a considerable 
length of the drill collar. Mounted under tension upon 
jacket 122 and surrounding the drill collar is a ring elec 
trode 123 (Figure 2b) to which is secured an electric 
conductor 124 passing through an insulation gromrnet 
125 and connecting electrode 123 to an internal contact 
126 mounted flush in bore 42 of the drill collar. Con 
tact 126 is arranged for electrical coaction with a spring 
brush 127 suitably mounted on an insulating grommet 128 
carried upon and leading to the interior of a sealed, fluid 
tight case 130 arranged to house the instrumentalities and 
apparatus of the information-obtaining device. Case 130 
also carries at its lower end a grounding contact 131 elec 
trically connected by means of a conductor 131a to a 
grounding screw 131b secured in a suitable hole in a 
lower ñange 'of instrument spool 43. Thus, it will be 
noted that bit 18 and the lower exposed portion of drill 
collar 20, 'which are electrically connected together at 
their threaded juncture and electrically connected to 
instrument spool 43 by metallic contact therewith, are 
arranged to act as a lower electrode of the information 
obtaining apparatus. Ring electrode 123 forms the other 
electrode of the information-obtaining apparatus. The 
latter apparatus, which per se forms no part of the present 
invention and may be of any conventional or suitable 
type, a8, for example, that disclosed in the aforemen 
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tioned application of Alder, is indicated as comprising in# 
strumentation contained in a case at 100 in Figure 2b. 
The information-obtaining apparatus has output leads 
132a and 132b extending to and electrically connected 
with a conventional two-conductor socket 133 mounted 
on case 130 and into which the plugged ends of the afore 
mentioned conductors 98 and 99 are secured. By these 
means electrical output pulses produced by the informa 
tion-obtaining apparatus and representing desired in 
formation are transmitted or conveyed to the solenoid 
of valve 91. 

It will be apparent from the preceding description 
that only such electrical energy as is used by the in 
formation-obtaining device or devices and the relatively 
small amount used by the solenoid of valve 91 (of the 
order of a fraction of a watt) need be supplied by 
electric power means contained within the drill collar. 
Since the information-obtaining means requires but a 
small amount of electric power and the power consump 
tion of the valve is intermittent and of very low value, 
only a small and inexpensive battery or electric power 
source need be carried in the drill collar. To further 
reduce the amount of electric power required, there may 
be provided a pressure-operated switch in the main power 
supply circuit and arranged to close that circuit only 
when sufficient drilling fluid ñow exists to permit signal 
ing operations to be effected. Thus, a pressure-difference 
responsive switch 156 (Figure 3) of conventional design 
may have its ports 157 and 158 connected by respective 
tubings 159 and 160` to respective sleeves 76 and 51 and 
may be selected to have such operating characteristics 
that, as soon as suñicient pressure gradient is produced 
by drilling fluid flow between sleeves 76 and 51 to permit 
pressure-rise signals to be initiated, the piston 161 of the 
switch will be moved under the inñuence of that pressure 
gradient to cause conducting plunger 162 to complete 
the main power supply circuit between switch contacts 
163 and 164. If and when the drilling ñuid llow decreases 
to a value insuñicient to permit the pressure change signal 
producing device to properly function to produce signals, 
and while a drill string is being lowered into or raised 
from the borehole, spring 165 of the switch will move 
the piston 161 to the position depicted in Figure 3, open 
ing the main power supply circuit. The power supply 
circuit is indicated at Figure 3 as including a battery 166 
contained in the information-obtaining apparatus indi 
cated schematically at 100 (see Figure 2b), but the type 
of power source used is not material to the present in 
vention. Thus it will be noted that while the drill string 
is being lowered into the borehole, or being removed 
therefrom, or while the drilling operation is suspended, 
and pump 34 is not operating, electric current will not 
be wasted; and at any time it is desired to obtain informa 
tion and transmit indications thereof to the surface, 
'whether during drilling or during a period of suspension 
of drilling, it is only necessary to operate pump 34 to 
produce a normal flow of drilling fluid through the drill 
string. 

Signals in the form of a pressure-change or a plurality 
thereof propagated in the drilling fluid stream in the drill 
collar are detected at the top of the borehole by a con 
ventional pressure transducer unit 170 (Figure l) which 
operates to translate pressure variations within pipe 38 to 
which the transducer is hydraulically connected as indi 
cated, into variations in electric voltage. The transducer 
output is transmitted by suitable conductors to a conven 
tional amplifier and filter unit 171 to which power is sup~ 
plied from a suitable source, such as a battery 172, by 
conductors as indicated. The output of the amplifier and 
ñlter unit is fed to a conventional «graphic logging re 
corder unit 175 via conductors 173, 174. The recorder 
has a pen indicated at 176 arranged to produce a trace 
177 on a strip of graph paper 178, the trace indicating 
the amplitude, durations and time or depth relationships 
of the variations in the electric voltage output of unit 
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171, which in turn are correspondingly proportional _to 
the variations in pressure in pipe 38 and accordingly 1n 
dicative of the information obtained from within the 
borehole. The ̀ graph paper is moved past pen 176 by 
mechanism including gearing housed in the case 179 form 
ing a part of the recorder unit, which gearing is actuated 
alternatively by a conventional clockwork or, as herein 
illustrated, by a cable 180 coursing over guide pulleys 181 
and 182, the cable having an end secured by siutable 
means to traveling block 28 of the drilling rig. The thus 
generally described elements serving to translate and 
record the pressure variations in pipe 38 correlatively with 
an indication of time or the position of bit 18 in the bore 
hole, are conventional and well known in the art. They 
may be similar to those shown and described in the afore 
mentioned application of Alder, and per se are not of 
the instant application. 
From a consideration of the above description of the 

logging system as exemplified in the embodiment depicted 
in the drawings, it will be noted that the invention pro 
vides a simple, durable means :for extracting and utilizing 
energy from a moving body of drilling fluid in a drill 
string in a well borehole to produce one or more signal 
ing flow changes in the drilling fluid stream within or 
adjacent the bottom of the borehole for transmission 
through the drilling fluid to the surface of the earth, the 
flow changes being representative of desired information 
obtained at or adjacent the lower end of the drill string. 
Further, it will be noted that all moving parts with the 
exception of the interior surfaces of the flexible sleeves, 
which may be and preferably are formed of an extremely 
tough and wear-resistant elastomer, such as neoprene, are 
protected from the abrasive effects of the drilling fluid. 

While the aforementioned objects of the invention are 
accomplished by the disclosed specific embodiments of 
the invention, it is apparent that various modifications 
and variations of the described system may be made With~ 
out departing from the spirit of the invention as defined 
by the appended claims. For example, information other 
than that secured by electrode means may be transmitted, 
it being necessary only that the information be supplied 
to the valve solenoid intermittently or in the form of one 
or more pulses of electric current. The relative cross 
sectional areas and lengths of the various drilling fluid 
stream passages through the devices of the disclosed ap 
paratus may be Widely varied, and variations in the form 
and assembly of the pressure-sensing devices may be ef 
fected. Accordingly, it is desired not to limit the inven 
tion to the specific details of the described embodiments 
thereof, ibut what is claimed is: 

l. In a system rfor simultaneously logging and drilling 
earth boreholes employing a drill string having a drillin-g 
fluid flow passage therethrough, down through which pas 
sage circulating drilling fluid is forced to flow under pres 
sure, the combination comprising: a drill string; signal 
ing means therein including variable fluid flow resistance 
means fixed in said drill string in the vicinity of the lower 
end thereof, actuatable by transfer thereto of a quantity 
of control fluid under pressure to effect a variation in re 
sistance to flow therethrough of said circulating fluid to 
produce a pressure rise signal therein; a first separate body 
of control fluid contained in said drill string; a first sens 
ing means to pick up and transfer to said first body of 
control fluid, pressure of said circulating fluid in said pas 
sage at a point spaced upstream from said flow resistance 
means; a second separate body of control fluid contained 
in said drill string; a second sensing means to pick up 
and transfer to said second body of control fluid, pressure 
of said circulating fluid in said passage at a point down~ 
stream from said flow resistance means; the pressure there 
by picked up and transferred to said first body of control 
fluid being greater than the pressure picked up and trans 
ferred to said second body of control fluid; signal control 
means in said drill string actuatable firstly to supply a 
quantity of control fluid under pressure »from said first 
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body of control fluid to said flow resistance means while 
removing the pressure of said second body of control fluid 
therefrom, thereby to actuate said fluid flow resistance 
means to produce a pressure rise ysignal in said circulating 
fluid upstream of said flow resistance means, and actu 
atable secondly to exhaust said thus supplied quantity 
of said first control fluid from said fluid flow resistance 
means into said second body of control fluid of lower 
pressure while removing the pressure of said first body 
of control fluid therefrom; whereby a quantity of said 
first body of control fluid of higher pressure is transferred 
into said second body of control fluid of lower pressure, 
thereby to actuate said fluid flow resistance means to ter 
minate said pressure rise signal in said circulating fluid; 
and transfer means energized by the said pressure rise in 
said first body of control fluid resulting from said pressure 
rise signal in said circulating fluid to return a quantity of 
the second body of control fluid to the first body of con 
trol lluid sullicient to compensate for the said quantity 
of control fluid exhausted into said second body of control 
fluid. 

2. In a system for .simultaneously logging and drilling 
earth boreholes employing la drill string having a drilling 
fluid flow passage therethrough, down through which 
passage circulating drilling fluid is forced to flow under 
pressure, the combination comprising: a section of drill 
string; signaling means therein including variable fluid 
flow resi-stance means fixed in said section of drill string 
in the vicinity of the lower end thereof, -actuable by trans 
fer thereto of a quantity of control fluid under pressure 
to effect -a variation in resistance to flow therethrough 
of said circulating fluid to produce a pressure rise signal 
therein; a first separate body of control fluid contained 
in said section of drill string; a first sensing means to 
pick up and transfer to said ñrst body of control fluid, 
pressure of said circulating fluid in said passage at a 
point spaced upstream from said flow resistance means; 
a second separate body of control fluid contained in said 
:section yof drill string; a second sensing means to pick up 
and transfer Ito said second body of control fluid, pres 
sure of said circulating fluid in said passage at a point 
downstream from said flow resistance means; the pres~ 
sure thereby picked up and transferred to said first body 
of control fluid being greater than the pressure thereby 
picked up and transferred to said second body of control l 
fluid; signal control means in said section of drill string 
actuatable firstly to supply a quantity of control fluid 
under pressure from said first body of control fluid to 
said flow resistance means While removing the pressure 
of said second body of control fluid therefrom, thereby 
to actuate said fluid flow resistance means to produce a 
pressure rise signal in said circulatin-g fluid upstream 
of said flow resistance means, and actuatable secondly to 
exhaust said thus supplied quantity of said first control 
fluid from said fluid flow resistance means into said sec 
ond body of cont-rol fluid of lower pressure While remov 
'ing the pressure of said first body of control fluid there 
from, whereby a quantity 'of said first body of control 
fluid of higher pressure is transferred into said second 
body of control fluid of lower pressure, thereby to ac 
tuate said fluid flow resist-ance means to terminate said 
pressure rise signal in said circulating fluid; and transfer 
-means ‘energized by the said pressure rise in said first 
body `of control fluid resulting from said pressure rise 
signal in said ycirculating fluid to return a quantity of 
'the second body of ̀ control fluid to the first body of con 
trol fluid following such termination of said pressure rise 
sufficient to compensate for the quantity of control fluid 
thus exhausted into said second body of control fluid. 

3. In «a system for `simultaneously logging and drilling 
earth boreholes employing a drill string having a drilling 
fluid flow passage therethrough, down through Which 
passage circulating drilling fluid is forced to flow under 
pressure, the combination comprising: a section of drill 
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string; signaling means therein including variable fluid 
flow resistance means fixed in said section of drill string 
in the vicinity of the lower end thereof, actuatable by 
transfer thereto of 'a quantity of control fluid under pres 
sure rto effect fa variation in «resistance to flow therethrough 
of said circulating fluid, to produce a pressure change 
signal therein; a first separate body of control fluid con 
ytained in said section of string; «a first sensing means 
to pick up and transfer to said ñrst body of control fluid, 
pressure :of said circulating fluid in said passage at a point 
spaced upstream from said flow resist-ance means; a sec 
ond separate body of control fluid contained in said sec 
tion of drill string; a second sensing means to pick up 
and transfer to said second body of control fluid, pressure 
of said circulating ñuid in said passage at a point down 
stream from said flow resistance means; the pressure 
thereby picked up 'and transferred to said first body of 
control fluid being greater «than «the pressure picked up and 
transferred to said second body of control fluid; signal 
control means in said section of drill string actuatable 
firstly to supply a quanti-ty of control fluid under pressure 
from said first body of control fluid to said flow re 
sistance means while removing the pressure from said 
second body »of control fluid therefrom, thereby to ac 
tuate said fluid flow resistance means to produce a pres 
sure change signal in said circulating fluid upstream of 
said flow resistance means, and actuatable secondly to 
exhaust said thus supplied quantity of said first control 
fluid from said fluid ñow resist-ance means into said sec 
ond body of ycontrol fluid of lower pressure while remov 
ing the pressure of said first body of control fluid there 
from; whereby a quantity of said first body of control 
fluid of higher pressure is transferred into said second 
body of control fluid of lower pressure, thereby to actuate 
said flu-id flow resistance means to terminate said pres 
sure change signal in said circulating fluid; and transfer 
means energized by the changes in pressure differential 
between said first body of control fluid and said second 
body of control fluid resulting from said pressure change 
signal «in said circulating fluid to «return a quantity of the 
second body of control flu-id to the first body of control 
fluid sufficient to compensate for the quantity of control 
fluid exhausted into said second body of control fluid. 

4. In a system for simultaneously logging and drilling 
earth boreholes employing a drill string having a drilling 
fluid flow passage therethrough, down through which 
passage circulating drilling fluid is forced to flow under 
pressure, the combination comprising: a section of drill 
string; signaling means therein including variable fluid 
flow resistance means ñxed in said section of drill string 
in the vicinity of the lower end thereof, actuatable by 
transfer thereto of a quantity of control fluid under pres 
sure to eEect a variation in resistance to flow therethrough 
of said circulating fluid, to produce a pressure change 
signal therein; a first separate body of control fluid con 
tained in said section of drill string; a first sensing means 
to pick up and transfer to said first body of control fluid, 
pressure of said circulating fluid in said passage at a 
point spaced upstream from said flow resistance means; 
a second separate body of control fluid contained in said 
section of drill string; a second sensing means to pick 
up and transfer to said second body of control fluid, 
pressure of said circulating fluid in said passage at a 
point downstream from said flow resistance means; the 
pressure thereby picked up and transferred to said first 
body of control fluid being greater than the pressure 
picked up and transferred to said second body of control 
fluid; signal control means in said section of drill string 
actuatable firstly to supply a quantity of control fluid 
under pressure from said first body of control fluid to 
said flow resistance means while removing the pressure 
of said second body of control fluid therefrom, thereby 
to actuate said ñow resistance means to produce a pres 
sure differential signal in said circulating fluid between 
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the upstream and downstream sides of said flow resistance f 
means, and actuatable secondly to exhaust said thus sup 
plied quantity of said first control fluid from said fluid 
flow resistance means into said second body of control 
fluid of lower pressure while removing the pressure of 
said first body of control fluid therefrom, whereby said 
quantity of said first body of control fluid of higher 
pressure is transferred into said second body of control 
fluid of lower pressure, thereby to actuate said fluid flow 
resistance means to terminate said pressure differential 
signal in said circulating fluid; and transfer means ener 
gized by the changes in pressure differential between said 
first body of control fluid and said second body of con 
trol iluid resulting from said pressure differential signal 
in said circulating fluid to return said quantity of the 
second body of control fluid to the first body of control 
fluid. 

5. In a system for simultaneously logging and drilling 
earth boreholes employing a drill string having a drilling 
fluid ñow passage therethrough, down through which 
passage circulating drilling fluid is forced to flow under 
pressure, the combination comprising: a section of drill 
string; signaling means therein including variable fluid 
flow resistance means fixed in said section of drill string 
in the vicinity of the lower end thereof, actuatable by 
transfer thereto of a quantity of control fluid under pres 
sure to effect a variation in resistance to flow there 
through of said circulating fluid, to produce a pressure 
change signal therein; a first separate body of control 
fluid contained in said section of drill string; a first 
pressure transfer means in Contact with circulating fluid 
in said passage upstream from said ñow resistance means 
to pick up and transfer to said first body of control fluid, 
pressure of said circulating fluid in said passage at a 
point spaced'upstream from said flow resistance means; 
a second separate body of control fluid contained in said 
section of drill string; a second pressure transfer means 
in Contact with circulating fluid in said passage down 
stream from said flow resistance means to pick up and 
transfer to said second body of control fluid, pressure 
of said circulating fluid in said passage at a point down 
stream from said flow resistance means; the pressure 
thereby picked up and transferred to said first body of 
control fluid being greater than the pressure picked up 
and transferred to said second body of control fluid; 
signal control means in said section of drill string actuat 
able ñrstly to supply a quantity of control fluid under 
pressure from said first body of control fluid to said flow 
resistance means while removing the pressure of said 
second body of control fluid therefrom, thereby to actu 
ate said fluid flow resistance means to produce a pressure 
rise signal in said circulating fluid upstream of said flow 
resistance means, and actuatable secondly to exhaust said 
thus supplied quantity of said first control fluid from said 
flow resistance means into said second body of control 
fluid of lower pressure While removing the pressure of 
said first body of control fluid therefrom, whereby a 
quantity of said first body of control fluid of higher pres 
sure is transferred into said second body of control fluid 
of lower pressure, thereby to actuate said fluid flow 
resistance means to terminate said pressure rise signal 
in said circulating fluid; and fluid transfer means ener 
gized by the said pressure rise in said first body of control 
fluid resulting from said pressure rise signal in said 
circulating fluid to return a quantity of the second body 
of control fluid to the first body of control fluid suf 
ficient to compensate for the quantity of control fluid 
thus exhausted into said second body of control fluid. 

6. Apparatus according to claim l and information 
obtaining means in the vicinity of the lower end of the 
drill string operative, in response to the value of a physical 
quantity within the borehole to be ascertained, to actuate 
said signal control means in a manner bearing a pre 
determined relation to such value, thereby to produce 
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said pressure rise signals which are indicative of said 
value. 

7. Apparatus according to claim 5 and information 
obtaining means in the vicinity of the lower end of the 
drill string operative, in response?l to the value of a 
physical quantity within the borehole to be ascertained, 
to actuate ysaid signal control means in a manner bearing 
a predetermined relation to such value, thereby to pro 
duce said pressure change signals which are indicative 
of said value. 

8. Apparatus according to claim 6 and means outside 
of said borehole in communication with and responsive 
to pressure rise signals in the circulating drilling fluid in 
said drill string to detect and translate said signals into 
sense perceptible signals. 

9. Apparatus according to claim 7 and means outside 
of said borehole in communication with and responsive to 
pressure change signals in the circulating drilling fluid in 
said drill string to detect and translate said signals into 
sense perceptible signals. 

10. In a system adapted for logging an earth well bore 
hole being drilled by means including a hollow drill string 
in said borehole and through which a drilling fluid stream 
flows downwardly from the earth’s surface under pressure 
successively past first and second points in said drill string 
with a pressure gradient therebetween, the combination 
with said drill string comprising: a ûrst device for drill 
ing fluid stream pressure-sensing and translating includ 
ing a barrel member and a resilient tubular sleeve co 
aXially arranged therein to provide a closed fluid-tight 
cavity therebetween, and with an inner surface of the re 
silient tubular sleeve encircling and providing a boundary 
for the drilling fluid stream at said first point and ar 
ranged to sense and translate the drilling fluid stream 
pressure at said first point; a second device of construc 
tion and function like those of said first device and simi~_ 
larly functioning with respect to the drilling fluid stream, 
at said second point; a third device of construction similar 
to said first device and encircling and forming a boundary 
0f the drilling fluid stream at a third point between said 
first and second points, and with its resilient tubular sleeve 
arranged to inwardly flex upon application of pressure 
to its fluid-tight cavity to produce a flow restriction and 
pressure rise in the drilling fluid stream thereabove; con 
trol means including a two-position valve means having 
first, second and third valve ports and an actuating sole 
noid therefor; first, second and third conduits hydrauli 
cally interconnecting the first, second and third ports of 
said valve with the cavities of said first, second and third 
devices respectively; a body of control fluid filling said 
fluid-tight cavities, conduits and valve means; means in 
cluding an information-obtaining means at least partly 
contained within said drill string and electrically con 
nected to and operative to supply intermittent informa 
tion-representing electric current pulses to said actuating 
solenoid of said valve means, said valve means being 
adapted to be actuated thereby alternately between first 
and second positions, and in said first position to inter 
connect the said first and third ports while disconnecting 
said second and third ports from one another, thereby to 
transmit the pressure translated by said first device 
through said first and third conduits to the cavity and re 
silient tubular sleeve of said third device to cause the 
said sleeve thereof to flex inwardly from its normal posi 
tion into and to produce a pressure rise in the drilling 
fluid stream thereabove, and in said second position to 
interconnect the said second and third ports while dis 
connecting said first and third ports from one another, 
thereby to transmit the pressure translated by said second 
device through said second and third conduits to the 
cavity and resilient tubular sleeve of said third device to 
cause the said sleeve thereof to flex outwardly to normal 
position to terminate said pressure rise, thereby to pro 
duce in said drilling fluid stream repeatable information 
representing pressure-change signals. 
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11. In a system adapted for logging an earth well bore 

hole being drilled by means including a hollow drill string 
in said borehole and through which a drilling fluid stream 
flows downwardly from the earth’s surface under pres 
sure successively past ñrst and second points in said drill 
string with a pressure gradient therebetween, the corn 
bination with said drill string comprising: a first device 
for drilling fluid stream pressure-sensing and translating 
including a body member and a movable member ar 
ranged to provide a closed fluid-tight cavity therebetween, 
and with an inner surface of the movable member pro 
viding a boundary for at least a portion of the drilling 
fluid stream at said ñrst point and arranged to sense and 
translate the drilling fluid stream pressure at said first 
point; a second device of construction and function like 
those of said first device and similarly functioning with 
respect to the drilling fluid stream, at said second point; 
a third device of construction similar to said first device 
and forming a boundary of at least a portion of the drill 
ing fluid stream at a third point between said first and 
second points, and with its movable member arranged to 
inwardly flex upon application of pressure to its fluid-tight 
cavity to produce a flow restriction and pressure rise in 
the drilling fluid stream Ithereabove; control means in 
cluding a two-position valve means having ñrst, second 
and third valve ports and an actuating solenoid therefor; 
first, second and third conduits hydraulically intercon 
necting the first, second and third ports of said valve with 
the cavities of said ñrst, second and third devices respec 
tively; a body of control fluid filling said fluid-tight cav 
ities, conduits and valve means; means including `an in 
formation-obtaining means at least partly contained with 
in said drill string and electrically connected to and oper 
ative to supply intermittent information-representing elec 
tric current pulses to said actuating solenoid of said valve 
means, said valve means being adapted to be actuated 
thereby alternately between first and second positions, 
and in said first position to interconnect the said ñrst and 
third ports while disconnecting said second and third 
ports from one another, thereby to transmit the pressure 
translated by said first device through said first and third 
conduits to the cavity and movable member of said third 
device to cause the said movable member to flex inwardly 
from its normal position into and to produce a pressure 
rise in the drilling fluid stream thereabove, and in said 
second position to interconnect the said second and third 
ports while disconnecting said first and third ports from 
one another, thereby to transmit the pressure translated 
by said second device through said second and third con 
duits to the cavity and movable member of said third 
device to cause the said movable member to flex out 
wardly to normal position to terminate said pressure rise, 
thereby to produce in said drilling fluid stream repeatable 
information-representing pressure-change signals. 

12. Apparatus according to claim l and means respon 
sive to the pressure differential between said first body and 
said second body of control fluid and actuatable each time 
said pressure diñerential rises to a predetermined value 
to terminate the said supply of said control fluid to said 
flow resistance means thereby to limit the pressure rise of 
each .of said pressure rise signals substantially to a pre 
determined value. 
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